IN & HAPPENING

The Dynamics

of Merging

S

ituated in an old bungalow in Ahmedabad, The
Project Café has been conceptualised as a fresh,
dynamic space merging three aspects - food,
art and retail. Here food acts as a catalyst for
widening the reach of artists and designers
among the masses. It has been visualised as an
art café that is more than just a gallery. The idea
was to create a language that serves as a neutral
canvas for the numerous and changing artworks.
It was also vital to give the café a strong identity
of its own, which remained constant while its
contents kept changing.
Open shelving and flexible industrial display
systems offer a raw and stripped down design
language. Settling on using the ubiquitous
reinforcement bars for the display systems for its
rawness, they were painted white to merge with
the walls to let the products stand out. Each retail
section is designed with a sense of playfulness for
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the display of products and allows for unusual
visual merchandising options with wooden
planks in certain niches, as and when required.
The metal ceiling frames on top offer the
potential to hang products for display and provide
the flexibility of utilising the space for different
functions. Spatially, the metal framework scales
down the volume without seeming visually
heavy.

The café sports eccentricity with varying,
colourful furniture dotting each space to create
a cheerful, inviting all-day vibe. Collaborating
with artists to create functional art – right from
furniture to cutlery and linens – was one of
the main challenges of designing the café. The
outdoor spaces on the ground floor have been
designed to maximize the view, enhancing the
experience of a street-side cafe.

Ar. Gayathri Padmam gets into a conversation
with Ar, Harsha of Workshop Inc., the brain
behind the unique concept of Project Café.

What were the major challenges faced
while designing this cafe?
Right from the beginning, we were working to
create fluid spaces at the café looking at the whole
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space as one, rather than a combination of spaces
coming together to form a whole. Opening up the
corners of the rooms helped create a visual flow
and also aided in easing out the circulation. Being
an old residential bungalow (almost 50 years old),
there were certain limitations to the civil changes
possible. The use of a uniform material and colour
palette is also directed towards unifying the space.
The soft edges help to blur out the boundaries
of the rooms – there are hardly any corners to
starkly define the beginning or the end of a space.

What is the central theme of the cafe?

The design was started with no set visual in
mind. It was intuitive to an extent while trying
to respect the limitations of an ageing building
as well as creating an experience that completely
transports you to another place. Minute details
like the texture of the walls were taken care
of through meticulous coordination with the
contractor and workers.

How has this theme influenced the design
elements in the project?
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The space is designed to be constantly
changing – everything in the café is for sale,
including the furniture, cutlery, linen and art
pieces. The minimal decor, with its raw character
of textured walls, curved edges and the metal
display systems, is the shell that is the permanent
feature of the café and helps define the character
of the place, with the artworks and furniture
being embellishments.

The café consists of many small spaces that
flow into the other. Located off a busy road,
the bright blue entrance doors lead first to the
outdoor area and then to the pebbled path that
in turn leads to the staircase. The first space
houses the confections and billing counter. This
opens out to the seating spaces, with each space
offering a different character of furniture and
the retail and art displays. This has led to a lot of
patrons opting to sit at a different place each time
they visit, or, on the contrary, created favourite
corners that they prefer sitting in. Each room has
openings, with the larger rooms having attached
balconies. This provides for ample natural light in
the café during the day.
The furniture layout was definitely an
important design feature. We visualised each
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space to have a different character and feel,
depending on its placement in the overall space.
Moreover, it was necessary for the furniture
to stand out against the stark white walls, and
so designed pop-coloured furniture for certain
areas while leaving the rest for brands and other
designers to fill in, based on the requirements
for seating. We placed a community table in the
largest room – which also serves as a space that
can accommodate larger groups and allow them
to have a space of their own within the café. The
armchairs and the chairs on the smaller table
have been designed to give a sense of comfort.
The pops of colour and mixing of styles for each
table adds to the eccentricity of the café.

The cafe is situated in an old Bungalow.
How has its history influenced the design?
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Have you been able to preserve any of the
existing elements in the bungalow? If yes,
how have you integrated them with the
rest of the design?
The Café is also called The Yellow House and
it is hard to miss the bright yellow on the facade.
This has garnered quite a lot of attention, with
everyone passing by noticing the building. Since
the café is on the first floor, it helps to have
people notice the place, which would otherwise
be missed. As one enters from the outside, the
transformation from bright yellow to an almost
watercolour-like white has an inconspicuously
profound effect on the mind. The whole idea
behind the café interiors was to create an
ambience that transports you to another place
altogether. This contrast between the outside and
the inside enhances that aspect. The balconies and
the staircase serve as transition spaces between
the inside and the outside. China mosaic, with its
curved edges and starkness, was used to soften
the transition. Also, for an adaptive reuse project,
such as this, we did not want to do away with
its previous identity altogether. The windows
were a way of retaining some of its essence.
Old windows were painstakingly restored and
newer ones, where required, followed the same
language.

Likewise, the ‘blue door’ at the entrance is an
installation designed of cycled doors and shutters
that were salvaged from the house while opening
up the interiors. At the entrance, it becomes an
even more powerful statement of its past.

Did the design language emerge from the
existing context or was it based on the
function of the space?
The rooms were quite small within the
existing setup of the old bungalow. Moreover,
the circulation was a major concern for us. We
did not want a much defined circulation for the
café and wanted the customers to meander
around the space. We also required more visual
and physical connectivity to break the notion
of a house, but being a load-bearing structure,
there were certain limitations. The corners
of the rooms have been opened up, giving us
freestanding walls to act as the canvas for the
artworks and the retail displays. These walls
create small pockets of personal space within the
larger framework. Some of the niches existed in
the old structure as built-in cupboards. We have
tried to retain those and have carved out similar
niches elsewhere as per our requirements. The
output was a mix of using the existing and
enhancing it with the functional needs.
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Since every element in the space is for
retail, does managing the dynamic design
become a challenge?

without seeming visually heavy. Wooden planks
have been placed over the bars wherever a
surface is required to display smaller products.

As per the concept of the café, everything
here is on sale. This means that the café will
keep on continuously adapting to the newer
additions. It was definitely a challenge to design
a space to accommodate retail along with a cafe.
Furthermore, we were looking at the flexibility to
display different products, since they were going
to change after a certain time. We finally settled
on using the ubiquitous reinforcement bars for
all the display systems for its rawness. They were
painted white to merge with the walls completely
and let the products stand out.

How did bringing in artists enhance the
project?

Each retail section is also designed with a sense
of playfulness for the display of products and
allow for unusual visual merchandising options.
The metal ceiling frame on top offers the potential
to hang products for display and the flexibility
to utilise the space for a different function like
exhibition space or art gallery. They are also
used to display the hanging pendant concrete
lamps, designed by a brand called Grey. Spatially,
the metal framework scales down the volume
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A lot of artists were on-board from the
beginning and they ideally came into picture
after the space planning was finalised and the
interior spaces had started taking shape. We
had marked out walls and areas as retail or art,
keeping in mind not to clutter up the space and
provide a healthy mix of both within each smaller
space. Later on, according to the artists’ choice or
as per the nature of their work, we slowly started
designating walls or furniture for different artists.
It is an organic process that still continues as the
café keeps changing by the day.
The metal birds, designed by an artist called
Aashka Shah, particularly stand out as they
beautifully flow from one window to another,
connecting the two spaces. A lot of discussions
and exchange of ideas with the artists led to the
final outcome of a space that is one with art and
retail.
dd

